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Abstract

Predicative type theories are powerful tools for giving foun-
dational interpretations of programming languages. Due to
their explicit inductive construction, predicative type theo-
ries have multiple mathematical models that provide precise
de�nitions of programming language features. However, not
all features have predicative interpretations, and current in-
terpretations of objects rely on impredicative type theories,
such as Girard's System F, because of the di�culty in spec-
ifying a type for objects in the presence of self-application.

In this paper we show that objects have a predicative
interpretation. We show that predicativity is associated
with method monotonicity, and that binary methods pre-
vent the inductive type construction. Our interpretation
di�ers from impredicative accounts by replacing the use of
recursive types for objects with conditions for method poly-
morphism over the self type. We further give a propositional
meaning to objects in the type theory, providing a calculus
for formal veri�cation. Our interpretation has been veri�ed
in the Nuprl predicative type theory.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented languages provide mechanisms for program
modularity and reuse that simplify the task of programming
enough that object-oriented programming is now common
practice. Unfortunately, the theory of objects has lagged
behind practice due, in part, to the di�culty of assigning a
type to self-application in the presence of method override.
Self application occurs during method selection when the
entire object is passed to the method as an implicit \self"
argument.

Recent type-theoretic accounts of objects [1, 21, 5, 10]
have been encoded in impredicative type theory (mainly
variants of Girard's System F [9]), which allow self-applica-
tion through an impredicative interpretation of the self pa-
rameter. In this paper, we show that the construction of
objects has an interpretation in predicative type theory.

This is a stronger result because predicative theories
make fewer assumptions and have more models. In par-
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ticular, the Nuprl type theory that we use in this paper has
multiple mathematical models, notably set theoretic [17],
PER models [3, 20], denotational models [23], and others.
In addition, our interpretation is extendable to foundational
formal objects that encode proofs [15, 11], a critical step to-
ward our goal of providing a modular and object-oriented
logical framework [12].

The object interpretation is more delicate but we get
more information. For example, predicative theories have
a strictly inductive construction [19, 4], so the account of
objects is inductive. An interesting feature is that impred-
icative type recursion is replaced by method polymorphism.
The explicit inductive construction is also valid in impred-
icative type theory.

Our interpretation has the following bene�ts.

� The predicative account provides a simple, precise,
mathematical account of objects.

� Inheritance is rooted in method polymorphism; recur-
sive types are not necessary.

� We rely on the formal foundations of the type theory
to verify soundness of the interpretation. A formal
proof of soundness is available online.

In our interpretation, object types have propositional
meaning. We further extend the calculus with dependent
method types to provide a basis for formal program analy-
sis. We develop our account on the object calculus of Abadi
et al. [1, 2], which gives a precise characterization of self
application and method override. We show that the type
system can be developed without the use of recursive types
or weak sums, and without sacri�cing subtyping properties.
Method type dependencies are expressed using dependent
records based on the very-dependent function type [11], and
method polymorphism over subtypes is expressed using in-
tersection types.

2 Review

The formalism we use for objects in this paper is a functional
object calculus similar to the calculus of Abadi, Cardelli, and
Viswanathan [2], in which the only primitives are objects,
method invocation, and method update. While these object
calculi are simple and precise, they allow representations of
class-based and object-based concepts, as shown by Abadi
and Cardelli in the \Theory of Objects" [1]. One of the sig-
ni�cant features of these calculi is that they are all based on
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Values v ::= [li = �xi:ti]
i2f1:::ng

Terms t ::= v j t:l j t:l( �x:t

Types T ::= Obj (X:[li:Ti[X]i2f1:::ng])

Figure 1: Syntax of the object calculus

self-application: methods receive the object as an argument
when they are invoked.

Since we are giving a semantic characterization of pro-
grams, we use an untyped operational calculus that allows
programs to be interpreted according to their context. The
syntax of the source language is given in Figure 1. In this
language, objects o = [li = �xi:ti]

i2f1:::ng are �nite col-
lections of methods labelled with names l1; l2; : : : ; ln drawn
from an in�nite collection of names. The method bodies
�xi:ti are functions, where the variable xi is a binding oc-
currence representing the \self" parameter for the method
named li (Abada et. al. use the notation &xi:ti to emphasize
the di�erence between method bodies and standard lambda
abstraction).

There are two operations on objects. Method selection,
written o:lj , substitutes the object o for xj in body tj .
Method override, written o:lj ( �x:t, creates a new object
from o, replacing the method �xj :tj with the new method
�x:t. This operational semantics is summarized in the fol-
lowing table:

For an object o = [li = �xi:ti]
i2f1:::ng:

o:lj ! tj [o=xj ]

o:lj ( �x:t ! [lj = �x:t; li = �xi:ti
i2f1:::ng�fjg]

The types Obj (X:[li: Ti[X]i2f1:::ng]) are used to describe
objects, where X is a type quanti�er representing the type
of the object itself, and Ti is the type of the method named
li relative to the object type X.

Our task is to provide an encoding of the three primi-
tives and their types in the type theory. The type theory
we are using is a small, but very expressive fragment of the
Nuprl type theory including subtypes, intersections, depen-
dent function types, as well as the terms of the untyped
lambda calculus, numbers, and strings. This fragment is
shown in more detail in Appendix A.

2.1 Record encoding

We interpret objects as records, where the record fl1 =
t1; : : : ; ln = tng has �elds l1; : : : ; ln with values t1; : : : ; tn, re-
spectively. Records provide selection (without self-applica-
tion) written r � l for a record r on �eld l, and functional
update, written r � l := x, which creates a new record from
r with the value of �eld l replaced by t. The record calculus
is described in the following table:

For a record r = fli = tig
i2f1:::ng:

r � lj ! tj
r � lj := t ! flj = t; li = ti

i2f1:::ng�fjgg

The encoding of the object primitives in the record cal-
culus is as follows:

[li = �xi:ti
i2f1:::ng] � fli = �xi:ti

i2f1:::ngg

o:lj � (o � lj)(o)
o:lj ( �x:t � o � lj := �x:t

We further encode records as functions on labels. For
simplicity, let the collection of all labels have the typeAtom,
and assume records have as default value the type Top on
uninteresting elements. The type Top is the equivalence
class containing all terms (including the term Top).

fli = ti
i2f1:::ngg � �l: case l of l1: x1j � � � jln:xnj :Top

r � lj � r(lj)

r � lj := x � �l: if l = lj then x else r � l

3 Object Interpretation

Using the encoding of objects as functions, we would ex-
pect that the object types Obj (X:[li:Ti

i2f1:::ng]) obey the
equation

X = fli:X ! Ti
i2f1:::ngg:

However, this type can't be expressed using general pred-
icative recursive types because of the contravariant occur-
rence of X in the equation. For the moment, we restrict
attention in this section to objects that have a well-founded
call graph on the methods (objects with mutually recursive
methods are considered in Section 3.3). To illustrate the
properties of non-recursive objects, we fall back on the tra-
ditional example|the one-dimensional point, which has a
�eld x that is an integer, and a method to produce a point
shifted to the right by 1 unit.

P � Obj (X:[x:Z;move:X])

p0 � [x = �o:0;move = �o:(o:x( o:x+ 1)]

Although the coding

[[P ]] = �(X:fx:X ! Z;move:X ! Xg)

is not well-formed, the x method does not use its argument,
and the move method refers only to x. A more speci�c
typing is:

[[P ]] = fx: fg ! Z;move: fx: fg ! Zg! fx: fg ! Zgg:

This type is not recursive, but it contains objects whose
move method \forgets" about all methods but x. In order to
get the desired behavior, the typing for move must specify
that it does not a�ect any other method but x. In other
words, it should be polymorphic over all object types that
are extensions of fx: fg ! Zg.

In the untyped calculus, polymorphism is expressed with
the intersection type. The typing

move 2
\

k
T � fx: fg ! Zg:T ! T

speci�es that the move method has the typing T ! T for
any T that is a subtype of fx: fg ! Zg in the predicative
type universe Uk. Unfortunately, this typing also fails to
produce the expected behavior because it contains only the
identity functions [24]. Essentially, we don't want polymor-
phism over subtypes of fx: fg ! Zg, but over record exten-
sions of fx: fg ! Z g. Since the move method is to modify
the value of the method x, the type for x must remain large
enough to contain the modi�ed value.
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3.1 Constrained polymorphism

In order to address the subtyping problem, we must specify
which methods are updatable. We adopt the method of
variance annotations [2], where method labels are annotated
with the symbols (+, �, �), which are intended to provide
the extra information. Object types are covariant in the
types of their + methods, contravariant in the types of their
� methods, and invariant in the type of their � methods (we
do not consider the annotation �).

Given the type annotations, we design a new constrained
subtyping relation � to respect the type annotations. The
subtyping relation � retains its original semantics, and we
have A � B ) A � B. Given an object type

T = Obj (X:[li�i:Ti[X]i2f1:::ng])

for �i 2 f+;� g, let LupdT be the labels of the methods in T

that are invariant. The set LupdT contains only the labels
mentioned explicitly in T , and it is de�ned as follows:

L
upd
T � fli 2 Atom j �i =

�g:

Let the notation T jL be the restriction of the object type T
to the methods named in the set L. We de�ne the relation
� as follows:

T 0 � T i� T 0 � T ^ T 0j
L
upd
T

� T j
L
upd
T

:

Essentially, we consider the types T 0 that are subtypes of T
and also supertypes of T on the invariant methods (so T 0 and
T are extensionally equivalent on the invariant methods).
The intuition here is that the relevant subtypes must not
further constrain the types of the invariant elements.

To make this de�nition more explicit, in the type theory
we require that the interpretations of the types T 0 and T
be dependent function types of the form l:Atom! RT 0(l)
and l:Atom! RT (l), for some types R0

T (l) and RT (l). We
restrict the subtyping condition to the type functions RT 0

and RT to get the following de�nition:

T 0 � T i� 9RT ; R
0
T :Atom! Type:

[[T ]] = (l:Atom! RT (l))
^ [[T 0]] = (l:Atom! RT 0(l))
^ 8l:Atom:RT 0(l) � RT (l)

^ 8l:LupdT :RT 0(l) � RT (l)

Note that this de�nition speci�es that the methods of T 0

that do not appear in T are covariant relative to the ob-
ject type T (there are no labels in LupdT that do not appear
explicitly in the de�nition of T ).

In the remainder of this paper, we will also use the nota-
tion S0 �T S to be the subobject relation on types relative
to an object de�nition T . That is,

S0 �T S i� 9RS; R
0
S:Atom! Type:

S = (l:Atom! RS(l))
^ S0 = (l:Atom! RS0(l))
^ 8l:Atom:RS0(l) � RS(l)

^ 8l:LupdT :RS0(l) � RS(l)

3.2 Non-recursive interpretation

Given this de�nition of restricted subtyping, the translation
of object types for non-recursive objects can be given. Since
the method call graph is acyclic, we arrange the methods

in the object so that each method refers only to the previ-
ous methods, i.e. the method named li refers only to meth-
ods l1; : : : ; li�1.

1 We code the object type inductively for

T = Obj (X:[li�i:Ti[X]i2f1:::ng]). Let Ti be the object type

Obj (X:[lj�j :Tj [X]j2f1:::i�1g]). The encoding for T is speci-
�ed as follows:

[[T0]] = fg

[[Ti+1]] = [[Ti]] \
n
li+1:

\
k
T �Ti [[Ti]] :T ! Ti+1[T=X]

o
;

where [[T ]] � [[Tn]]. Note that record intersection for records
with distinct nontrivial �elds is the same as record concate-
nation, and that [[Ti+1]] �Ti [[Ti]] follows from the properties
of record extension.

The issue of predicativity shows itself in the behavior of
method selection. The rule we would like is the following:

� ` o 2 T

� ` o:li 2 Ti[T=X]
Obj sel

For this rule to be valid, the method being selected must
preserve the type T of the self parameter. Given the object
o 2 T , the full type of method li is

[[o]] (li) 2
\

k
T 0 �Ti [[Ti�1]] :T

0 ! Ti[T
0=X]:

By instantiating the quanti�er with [[T ]] itself, we would have

[[o]] (li) 2 [[T ]]! Ti[[[T ]] =X];

and [[o]] (li)([[o]]) 2 Ti[[[T ]] =X], which is the desired result.
Unfortunately, even though [[T ]] �Ti�1

[[Ti�1]], it is not
possible to instantiate the quanti�cation

T
k T

0 �Ti [[Ti�1]] : � � �
directly, because of the occurrence of the type universe Uk.
This occurrence forces the intersection to belong to Uk+1,
which in turn forces the object type [[T ]] into Uk+1, prohibit-
ing [[T ]] from being used to instantiate the intersection. This
is the crucial impredicative occurrence of self application.
Before addressing this problem, we generalize the calculus
to objects with mutually recursive methods.

3.3 Recursive Objects

Objects with recursive methods require additional interpre-
tation because of the need to specify the recursion in the
method types. To illustrate the issue, consider the follow-
ing example of a point that contains a position and also a
method to move the point to the factorial of its position.
The factorial point has the following type:

PF � Obj (X:[x�:N; fact+:X]):

An example of such a point is the following object:

p =

2
6664
x = �o:5;
fact = �o: if o:x = 0 then

o:x( 1
else
o:x( (o:x( o:x� 1):fact :x � o:x

3
7775

The typing of this object is problematic because the fact
method uses itself, and it needs its own type in order to de-
rive a type. A non-recursive interpretation can be derived

1This ordering is done purely for exposition|it does not suppose
that there is a single well-ordering ordering on the labels for all ob-
jects. Objects are considered equivalent if methods are reordered.
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Let z � [li = �xi:ti
i2f1:::ng]

Z � Obj (X:[li�i: Ti[X] i2f1:::ng])

Z0 � Obj (X:[li�i: T
0
i [X]

i2f1:::n+mg
])

�; X1; X2:Type; X1 � X2 ` Ti[X1=X] � Ti[X2=X] for i 2 f1 : : : ng

� ` Z 2 Type
Obj wf

� ` Z 2 Type �; T � [li�i: Ti[T=X] i2f1:::ng]; o: T ` ti[o=xi] 2 Ti[T=X]

� ` z 2 Z
Obj mem

� ` o 2 Z

� ` o:li 2 Ti[Z=X]
Obj sel

� ` Z 2 Type �; T � [li�i:Ti[T=X] i2f1:::ng]; o: T ` t[o=x] 2 Ti[T=X]

� ` o:li ( �x:t 2 Z
Obj ovr

� ` Z 2 Type � ` Z0 2 Type � ` T 0
i [Z

0]�
0

i C Ti[Z]
�i for i 2 f1 : : : ng

� ` Z0 � Z
Obj sub

� ` S = T 2 Type

� ` S� C T � Sub Inv
� ` S � T for � 2 f�;+ g

� ` S� C T+
Sub Cov

Figure 2: Rules for nondependent calculus

from the following observation: method polymorphism is
class-based. Once an object is instantiated, method use is
monomorphic, with the type �xed at the type of the object.
Methods are polymorphic, but recursive calls are monomor-
phic.

In the factorial point example, the recursive use of fact
is at the type of the argument o, and the fact method can
be given the following type:

fact :
\

k
T �PF fx: fg ! Z;fact :T ! Tg:T ! T:

The interpretation of the object type T is partial to ac-
count for possible divergence of the fact method. Until now,
the interpretation has not distinguished between partial and
total objects. However, with the introduction of recursive
methods, a formal account of totality would require a spec-
i�cation of all the intermediate computations. Our account
of partial objects is based on the partial types of Smith [25],
which have been simpli�ed by Crary [7]. A partial type, de-

noted T , contains a term x if the evaluation of x diverges, or
if x is an element of T . The induction principle for partial
types relies on an admissiblity condition, which holds for the
types in our calculus. In the rest of the section, we interpret
all types as partial.

The interpretation of objects is given in terms of its
monomorphic and polymorphic translations. The monomor-
phic interpretation is used for the object speci�cation in re-

cursive calls. For an object T = Obj (X:[li�i:Ti[X] i2f1:::ng])
the interpretation is given with respect to an object type O:

[[T ]]Omono � fli:O ! Ti[O=X] i2f1:::ngg:

The general interpretation requires that methods also be
polymorphic over all subobjects of the monomorphic inter-
pretation.

[[T ]] �
n
li:
\

k
O �T [[T ]]O

mono
:O ! Ti[O=X] i2f1:::ng

o

For example, when applied to the point example PF ,
these de�nitions give the following interpretations:

[[PF ]]
O

mono
� fx:O ! Z;fact :O ! Og

and

[[PF ]] �

�
x:
T
k O �PF [[PF ]]

O

mono
:O ! Z;

move:
T
k O �PF [[PF ]]

O
mono

:O ! O

�
:

To complete the example, the relation O �PF [[PF ]]
O
mono

has
the following de�nition:

O �PF [[PF ]]
O

mono
�

9R:Atom! Type:
O = l:Atom! R(l)

^ R(x) � O ! Z^R(x) � O ! Z

^ R(fact) � O ! O

The types in the the point de�nitions are considered to
be partial, to allow for points with nonterminating meth-
ods, and the relation �PF constrains the polymorphism to
subobjects that are invariant in their x method (to allow for
updating), and covariant in their fact method.

Using the de�nitions for the general object interpreta-
tions, the rules of the object calculus can be derived from
the rules of the type theory. The rules for the nondependent
object calculus are listed in Figure 2. These rules justify
the \standard" rules given in Abadi et. al. for the object
calculus. The relation C is de�ned to simplify the rules for
subtyping, and is de�ned in the type theory as follows:

�1T1 C �2T2 �

(
T1 = T2 2 Type if �1 =

� ; �2 =
�

T1 � T2 if �1 2 f
� ;+ g; �2 =

+

False otherwise

The soundness of these rules have been veri�ed in the
Nuprl theorem prover. The proof relies critically on method
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monotonicity, which speci�es that condition under which
self-application is allowed.

De�nition 1 Monotonicity. A family of types T :Type!
Type is monotonic if for any two types T1 and T2 where
T1 is a subtype of T2, then T (T1) is a subtype of T (T2).
Equivalently:

8T1; T2:Type:T1 � T2 ) T (T1) � T (T2)

For the interpretation of objects, we use monotonicity
to infer continuity over the intersection type. For the type
theory fragment we use, all types are continuous if they are
monotone.

De�nition 2 Continuity. A family of types T :Type !
Type is continuous relative to a type T if the following re-
lation holds:�\

T 0 � T:T (T 0)
�
= T

�\
T 0 � T:T 0

�
Theorem 1 Soundness. The rules for non-dependent ob-
jects are sound with respect to the type theoretic model.

As we mentioned in Section 3.2, the critical rule in the
veri�cation is the rule for Obj sel, which requires a self-
application. We outline the critical step of the proof here,
which is the typing of the self-application for o 2 [[Z]]:

[[o]] (li)([[o]]) 2 Ti[[[Z]] =X]

The interpretation [[Z]] is a record of polymorphic func-
tions. Since the record is monotonic in the types, we can nor-
malize [[Z]] so that all intersections occur outside the record:

[[Z]] =
\

k
O �Z [[Z]]O

mono
:fli:O ! Ti[O=X] i2f1:::ngg

To simplify the presentation, we make the following def-
initions:

O0 � [[Z]]Omono
T � �O:fli:O ! Ti[O=X] i2f1:::ngg;

and
[[Z]] =

\
k
O �Z O0:T (O):

Given the continuity of Ti, the statement

[[o]] (li)([[o]]) 2 Ti
h\

k
O �Z O0:T (O):=X

i
can be rewritten to the equivalent statement

[[o]] (li)([[o]]) 2
\

k
O �Z O0:Ti [T (O)=X]

which is provable using a direct case analysis.
Although there are several technical steps in this argu-

ment, the crucial point is semantic: method monotonicity
preserves the predicativity of type intersections. In turn, the
type intersections are crucial for describing polymorphism,
which provides the basis for two fundamental features of
object-oriented languages: method subsumption and inheri-
tance. An extension of this interpretation to binary methods
would need to answer the following question: is there a pred-
icative interpretation of type intersections of non-monotonic
type families?

While the semantic argument is useful for understand-
ing the mathematics of inheritance, the proof-theory shows

how monotonicity is used to restrict proofs to cases with
well-known behavior. We give an additional proof-theoretic
argument for Obj sel in Appendix ??.

Several results follow directly from the interpretation.
Our interpretation of objects in the type type theory inherits
properties from each of its models. Progress, preservation,
and substitution properties, which normally require proof
for object systems, arise directly from a semantics of func-
tionality for the type theory. In addition, the type theoretic
interpretation wraps the object system in a mathematical
framework, making it suitable as a basis for inheritance of
proofs, the subject of the next section.

4 Dependent Objects

The interpretation of objects can also be extended with de-
pendent object types, which can be used for de�ning classes
that contain formal speci�cations (and objects with proofs).
There are two main issues that arise in the interpretation:

1. Methods form groups in which all methods must be
updated simultaneously to preserve the typing prop-
erties.

2. The interpretation of types relies on dependent record
types, which are de�ned as very-dependent function
types.

Dependent method types use Curry-Howard isomorphism
to assert propositions about the implementation, and the
method implementations are proofs that the speci�cation is
satis�ed.

In the dependent object calculus, we require that the
type dependencies in object types be well-ordered. For ob-
ject types, we keep the familiar notation

Obj (X:[li = Ti[X] i2f1:::ng]);

and we allow the types Ti[X] to contain occurrences of the
labels l1; : : : ; li�1, which represent the values of the corre-
sponding methods. For instance, the quanti�cation 9x:A:Bx

is isomorphic to the object type Obj (X:[x:A; p:Bx]).
In this section, we extend the P example to two dimen-

sional points on the unit circle:

P2D � Obj (X:[x; y:R; p:x2 + y2 � 1; rot : R ! X])

The p method is a proposition that constraints the coordi-
nates x and y to lie on the unit circle. The rot method is
intended to rotate the point by a given angle. Note that the
value for x can't normally be updated without also updat-
ing the value for y. In general, methods form groups (in this
case fx; yg) in which all of the methods must be updated
simultaneously to preserve the speci�cation.

Since methods are required to update members of depen-
dency groups simultaneously, it is reasonable to constrain
the polymorphism of methods directly. Rather than using
variance annotations on the object methods, we shift the
annotations to the polymorphic quanti�cation within the
method types. For example, for the P2D , we use the typing

rot :
\

k
T �d Obj (X:[x�; y�:R; p+:x2+y2 � 1]):T ! R ! T:

This speci�cation uses an even more constrained subtyping
relation �d that we discuss shortly, and the quanti�cation is
over all the methods and constraints that are to be updated.
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Let z � [li = �xi:Ti
i2f1:::ng]

Z � Obj (X:[li�i:Ti[X] i2f1:::ng]) Zi � Obj (X:[lj�j :Tj [X] j2f1:::ig])

Z0 � Obj (X:[li�i:T
0
i [X]

i2f1:::n+mg
]) Z0

i � Obj (X:[lj�j :T
0
j [X]

j2f1:::ig
])

�; o:Zi�1; X1; X2:Type; X1 � X2 ` Ti[o=l;X1=X] � Ti[o=l;X2=X] for i 2 f1 : : : ng

� ` Z 2 Type
Obj wf

� ` Z 2 Type �; T � Zi�1; o:T ` ti[o=xi] 2 Ti[o=l; T=X]

� ` z 2 Z
Obj mem

� ` o 2 Z

� ` o:li 2 Ti[l; Z=X]
Obj sel

� ` Z 2 Type �; T � Zi�1; o:T ` t[o=x] 2 Ti[o=l; T=X]

� ` o:li ( �x:t 2 Z
Obj ovr

� ` Z 2 Type
� ` Z0 2 Type

�; o:Z0
i�1 ` T 0

i [o=l; Z
0
i�1=X]�

0

i C Ti[o=l; Zi�1=X]�i for i 2 f1 : : : ng

� ` Z0 � Z
Obj sub

� ` S = T 2 Type

� ` S� C T � Sub Inv
� ` S � T for � 2 f�;+ g

� ` S� C T+
Sub Cov

Figure 3: Rules for dependent calculus

4.1 Encoding

We encode dependent object types as dependent records,
which in turn are encoded as very-dependent function types
[11]. Very-dependent function types allow function values
to be used to specify their range, in a well-ordered manner.
We use the notation

ff j x:A! B[f; x]g

to specify the functions f with domain type A, and range
type B[f; a] on argument a 2 A. The domain A must be
well-ordered, and B[f; a] may call f only on values a0 2 A
that are smaller than a. For objects and records, the domain
type A is the type of labels Atom. We always write objects
so that the label order is the well-order we are using over
the domain Atom (smaller elements �rst).

The encoding of dependent records as very-dependent
functions is as follows. Given a dependent record type R =
fli:Ti

i2f1:::ngg, where the labels l1; : : : ; li�1 may occur in
the types Ti, we have the encoding:

R �

8>>><
>>>:

f j l:Atom: case l of
j � � �

j li:Ti[f(lj)=lj ]
j2f1:::i�1g

j � � �
j :Top

9>>>=
>>>;

We modify object types so that the methods specify the
method groups they are selecting and updating adjacent to
their method label. The general form is:

Obj (X:[li(ai):Bi[X] i2f1:::ng]);

where ai is a vector of annotations lj : �j . We typically leave
out the annotations if the vector ai is empty. For instance,

the fully annotated P2D type is

P2D � Obj

�
X:

�
x; y:R; p:x2 + y2 � 1;
rot(x�; y�; p+):R ! X

��
;

which states that the rot method updates x and y, and it
refers to p (perhaps implicitly). Note that the type

P2D � Obj (X:[x; y:R; p:x2 + y2 � 1; rot(x�; p+):R ! X])

is a valid type, but it does not permit the rot method to
update the value of y.

The encoding of object types is similar to the nondepen-
dent case. Consider an object type

O � Obj (X:[li(ai):Ti[X] i2f1:::ng])

that does not contain recursive method, where

ai � ai1 : �i1 ; : : : ; aim : �im :

The encoding for O is de�ned as follows:

[[T0]] = fg

[[Ti+1]] = [[Ti]] \
n
li+1:

\
k
T �d [[Ti]] :T ! Ti+1[T=X]

o
and [[O]] = [[Tn]].

4.2 Dependent subtyping: �dep

The dependent encoding is essentially the same as the non-
dependent case, except for the occurrence of the �d rela-
tion, and the fact that each method has its own variance
annotations. The �d relation is intended to prevent de-
pendencies from adversely constraining invariant types. For
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example, the type [x�:Z;p:x = 0 2 Z] constrains the type
for x, even though it has the same method type for x as the
object type [x�:Z]. The �d prevents this scenario by ex-
plicitly stating that invariant elements are overridable. Let

T � Obj (X:[li�i:Ti[X] i2f1:::mg]), and let upd be the collec-

tion of indices of invariant methods in T , and let LupdT be
the corresponding collection of labels.

T 0 �d T � T 0 � T
^ 8t:T 0:8z:Obj (X:[li:Ti

i2upd ]):9t0:T:

t0 = t 2 Atom=LupdT ! Type

^ t0 = z 2 LupdT ! Type

This de�nition states explicitly that the subtypes under con-
sideration are only those where values for the invariant meth-
ods can be updated with any values that are mutually con-
sistent. Given this de�nition, we can derive the rules shown
in Figure 3 for the dependent object calculus. In the table,
we use the notation Ti[o=l] to mean the substitution Ti[o:l=l]

for each l 2 l where l is the set of all labels in Ti.

Theorem 2 The rules for dependent objects are sound.

The proof of soundness is essentially the same as for
the nondependent-rules, except to account for the additional
bindings in the method types.

As before, the type theory justi�es standard properties
for the object calculus. The functionality of the type theory
guarantees progress, preservation, and substitution proper-
ties.

5 Related Work

Another framework for expressive object calculi is developed
by Hofmann et el. [13], who have implemented a veri�cation
calculus based on the existential interpretation of objects.
In their system, objects have three parts: an object state,
the object methods, and the proofs of method correctness
(dependent objects with exactly one dependency). Their in-
terpretation uses an existential encoding of objects [21, 16]
in an impredicative type theory. Although the existential
encoding restricts method update, the interpretation of ob-
jects does not require the use of recursive types, allowing
the development of expressive type systems [6, 14].

The interpretation of object relies on a restricted sub-
typing relation (we use notation �) to describe valid sub-
objects. This is important because the general subtype re-
lation would disallow updates. Our restricted subtyping is
essentially the same as the positive subtyping of Hofmann
and Pierce [14]. In the de�nition of restricted subtyping, we
describe which parts of the type are not allowed to change.
Hofmann and Pierce describe it in terms of coercions: S � T
if there is a coercion S ! T , and there is a function in
S ! T ! S that replaces the \T" part of S with a new
element of T . In their account, Hofmann and Pierce use
the subtyping to de�ne an existential encoding of objects in
F!
� :.
Another existential system was developed by Jackson [18]

to formalize a signi�cant portion of constructive algebra in
Nuprl. While Jackson's framework includes many of the
properties of objects, the subtyping requirements prohibit
the use of self-application and constrain the shape of ob-
jects. Our work has borrowed from Jackson' interpretation;
in an earlier paper [11], we presented another existential in-
terpretation of objects in a predicative type theory, using
the very dependent function type to express the type de-
pendencies.

6 Conclusion

We have given a interpretation of objects that di�ers from
more standard accounts by replacing the use of recursive
types for objects with polymorphic restrictions on methods.
The elimination of recursive types enables a predicative in-
terpretation that provides new mathematical models of ob-
jects. The design of object-oriented languages is notoriously
di�cult, and mathematical insight aids in the development
of languages that are clean, powerful, correct, and elegant.

There are several areas for future work, including inter-
pretations of binary methods, which occur in practice. In
our interpretation, objects are coerced to monomorphic type
within method bodies, which may limit the use of dynamic
inheritance in languages that add new methods to objects
at run time. It may be possible to address this issue by
giving a syntactic account of polymorphism that allows the
use of recursive types to de�ne objects. We are using the
interpretation in the Nuprl-Light system [12] to implement
a formal module layer on top of the Objective Caml module
system [22].
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A Type Theory Fragment

We only use a small fragment of the type theory in this
account of objects, but this fragment is quite powerful. A
signi�cant fraction of the type theory can be reduced to the
very-dependent function type.

The programs are untyped, and include the terms of the
untyped lambda calculus, numbers, and strings.

Terms : : = x; f(a); �x:b;

f: : : ;�2;�1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g;

\a"; \b"; : : : ;

if a = b then t1 else t2;

case a of l1: t1j � � � jln: tn;

Types

The if term reduces to t1 if a and b are equal integers or
strings, or t2 if they are not equal. The case construct is
de�ned in terms of if .

Types are also terms, and include the the following:

Types : : = Void;Z;Atom;Uk; a = b 2 T;

A � B; fx:A j Bxg;Top; A;

x:A! Bx;
\

x:A:Bx; ff j x:A! Bf;xg

The Nuprl type theory provides a consistent correspon-
dence between propositions and types. Every type is a
proposition, and the proposition is true if the type is in-
habited. In that case, the inhabitant is the proof of the
proposition.

The type Void is empty, and the types Z and Atom
contains the numbers and strings, respectively. The equality
type a = b 2 T is inhabited (true) if a and b are terms in the
type T , and a = b in the equality for T . The subtype-type
A � B is inhabited if A and B are types, and for any two
elements x; y 2 A, if x = y 2 A then x = y 2 B. The \set"
type is inhabited by elements a 2 A where Ba is true. Note
that for a type A, there is a trivial proof of fx:A j Bxg � A
for any type Bx.

Types are organized into type universes Uk for k 2 !.
For all the types we consider here, a type is an element of
Uk if each of its type subformulas are. In addition, Uk 2
Uk+1. Theorems are usually stated relative to an arbitrary
type universe, say Uk, where k is free, and is called a level-
variable. Free occurrences of level-variables in a theorem are
all universally quanti�ed.

The remaining types are all essentially dependent func-
tion types. The dependent function type x:A ! Bx, also
written �x:A:Bx, contains the functions f where f(a) 2
B[a=x] for any element a 2 A. The intersection type

T
x:A:Bx

contains the elements b where b 2 Ba for every a 2 A. In
some sense this type is inhabited by constant functions in
x:A ! Bx. The type Top is de�ned as the intersectionT
x:Void:Void, which degenerates to the type of all terms.

The very-dependent function type ff j x:A ! Bf;xg con-
tains the functions g where g(a) 2 B[g; a=f; x] for any a 2 A.
In this case, the type A must be well-founded, and the type
B[g; a=f; x] can only apply g to values a0 2 A where a0 < a.

The partial type A contains the elements of A, and also all
divergent computations.
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